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realized through the correction in the
assessment that a 39 percent reduction was
only required.

The Tautog Managem ent Board of the
Atlantic
States
Marine
Fisheries
Commission convened in the Radisson
Plaza-Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, October 22, 2012, and was
called to order at 12:20 o’clock p.m
. by
Chairman William J. Goldsborough.

It is to the best of our knowledge that the
states have im plemented those reductions.
We will be reviewing those reductions with
the compliance reports and report back to
the board at the February m eeting. To the
best of m y knowledge I don’t know of any
issues.

CALL TO ORDER
CHAIRMAN
WILLIAM
J.
GOLDSBOROUGH: Good afternoon,
everybody. My name is Bill Goldsb orough.
I am Chairman of the Tautog Board.

Just so everybody is clear what happened
with New Jersey, I had a couple of folks say
they didn’t receive m y e-mails, so I want
everyone to know that through the e-m ail
board vote New Jersey did for just this 2012
fishing year start their fall season on
November 1st due to a delay in their
regulatory process to start their summer
fishery for their comm ercial fishermen, but
next year their fall fishery will start on
November 9th. That is that m y report. Are
there any questions?

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Has everybody had a ch ance to look at the
agenda and does anybody have any
adjustments they want to propose? Seeing
none, we will adopt the agenda as written.
APPROVAL OF PROCEEDINGS
Are there any updates to the proceedings
from the m eeting of February 2012 that
anybody wants to offer? Seeing none, the
proceedings are approved.

CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH: Are
there any questions for Toni? Do you want
to move on into the next item?

PUBLIC COMMENT
We will offer public co mment now on items
not on the agenda? Is there anybody here
that wants to provide public comm
ent?
Okay, going pretty smoothly so far. We will
move on to Agenda Item
Number 4,
overview of state implantation of Addendum
VI. Toni.

DISCUSSION OF FEDERAL WATERS
TAUTOG HARVEST
MS. KERNS: Along the lines of measures,
a New York fisherm an brought forward an
issue to m e looking at the Ne w York
commercial food fish landing license and
saw a po tential loophole for fishermen
fishing in federal waters and landing in New
York. I a m going to ask that Jim Gilmore
go over a couple of slides regarding this
issue.

OVERVIEW OF STATE
IMPLANTATION OF ADDENDUM VI
MS. TONI KERNS: At the April 2 nd board
meeting states agreed to ad
just their
commercial and/or recr eational regulations
for a 39 percent reduction in F
using the
same methodology that they had previously
used to do the 59 percent reduction, but we

MR. JAMES GILMORE: With your
permission, Mr. Chairm an, we have been
getting lots of calls like the other states
about the excessive harvest of blackfish and
1

Again, we’re already starting procedures to
try to close this loophole. The issue is really
the concern about the commercial landings
of tautog that are harvested in federal waters
and the suspicion that the increas
ed
commercial effort is le ading to an increase
in fishing mortality in New York. W e’re
raising this for a couple of reasons.

we have been trying to figure out w here the
problems are. One of them that we actually
had been aware of that we have in New
York and I think other states have a landing
license.
Essentially any New
York commercial
fisherman that is f ishing in sta te waters has
to have a food fish license, but we also – and
I think it was done in th e late nineties; there
was a landing license that allowed
that a
commercial fisherman fishing in the EEZ
could essentially land in New York and
essentially legally take from outside state
waters including the EEZ and then
essentially sell those fish.

First off, do the other states have the same
possible loophole because we believe we’re
seeing a large num ber of fish being landed
under this landing license. Part of the thing
that is feeding this is th at there is no federal
fishery management plan for tautog nor are
there any rules restricting in federal waters;
so under this deal is that even though we
have got pretty good restrictions within state
waters, that if you es sentially have this
landing license you go out and it is catch as
much as you want and com e in say you’ve
caught them legally in federal waters and are
landing them.

The license does not allow holders to take
fish or to la nd fish within state waters and
that again it was the opportunity for noncommercial to take,
land and sell
commercial quantities of fish. We have now
seen a bit of a loophole because we have had
an increase we believ e in th ese landing
licenses, but it is n ot for the original
intended purpose, so we’re looking at
closing this loophol e through probably
legislation.

Again, with our lim ited enforcement, we
really don’t know if th ey actually are going
into federal waters. T hey may be taking
them from state waters. The other question
with this is – two points to the question; first
off, is this a problem that maybe other states
have or would they have the sam e loophole;
and, secondly, would fe deral regulations be
appropriate to try to c lose this issue? I will
take questions if anybody has them.

And just to give you a set of the numbers of
this type of this landing license that we have
had going back o 2008, we can see alm ost a
twofold increase since 2011 into 2012 where
– and if you see, its total number of licenses
went up gradually fr om 2008 from 36 to
now it is up to 96 and it alm ost doubled
since 2011.

CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH:
there any questions for Jim? Pete.

Are

MR. PETER HIMCHAK: Jim , you have
seasonal – this is commercial fisheries
landings you’re talking about; yes?

Corporate licenses haven’t gone up that
dramatically but the New York resident ones
have seen a pretty dramatic increase over the
time period and definitely between 2011 and
2012 when we believe the word has gotten
out that you can essent ially bring blackfish
in under this landing license and then
essentially sell your catch.

MR. GILMORE: Yes.
MR. HIMCHAK: Okay, so you have
seasonal closures that are based on
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commercial landings from
past years
seasonally to account for the percent
reduction. Those were fro m both EEZ and
state waters; were they not? I’m trying to
understand your problem. W e don’t have
this problem because we have a lim ited
entry program and you would have to have a
tautog permit. I’m trying to understand your
problem with the increased effort.

I thought I better use num bers. Toni; you
were being kind when saying, well, they
were doing this and that . Tha t is what is
happening and they’re com ing back and we
know for a fact – this sam e person that Toni
is referring to is an undercover inform ant, if
I can call him that. I won’t use his nam e,
but he is on the inside, so to speak, and sees
this sort of thing going on.

MR. GILMORE: The problem goes to –
you know, on paper it is a commercial
fishery but the landing license is sold to both
commercial and recreational fisherm en, so
anybody can go and get this landing license.
The reality is that you have got probably
recreational fishermen that are g oing out
into the E EZ. They have th is landing
license; and since th ere are no rules
restricting them, that they’re landing legally
right now but they’re actually not
commercial fishermen.

He raised the issue a nd Jim is addressing it
through I guess a legislative procedure, but I
think his concern is the same as mine. Are
any of your other states feeling or having the
same
misinterpretation,
quote-quote,
misinterpretation of a regulation; and if so,
we would like to get som e advice from you
as to how you – if you had it, how you fixed
it other than the way we’re trying to fix it.
We are short on enforcem ent people in New
York. I guess we’ve got two shores to deal
with, including the EEZ. W e essentially
have 27 enforcement folks in total. It is not
a matter of getting more enforcement people
because they’re not funding for that. W e’re
looking for a way to clea n this up so that
what is happening in
our state doesn’t
possibly happen or could happen in your
states and increas e the pressu re on tautog.
Thank you.

MS. KERNS: And, Pete, the person who
had called m e to expr ess his concerns was
that he h ad been seeing an increase of
recreational fishermen going out into federal
waters following the commercial regulations
that New York has
in place and then
bringing those hom e and selling those fish.
They can do that legally b
ecause that
landing license doesn’t require you to have a
commercial
permit,
so re creational
fishermen are using that landing perm it to
essentially fish as a commercial fisherman.

DR. DAVID PIERCE: I thought I
understood the problem and now I’m not so
sure after what was just said by Pat. Is this
what is happening? You’ve got recreational
fishermen getting this commercial perm it
and then using it as a m eans to fish out of
the recreational fishing season, the allowed
fishing season and to avoid all the bag lim its
because they claim they’re commercial
fishermen. Is that what the issue is?

MR. PATRICK AUGUSTINE: Toni is
right, but what you actually have is a 25-fish
bag limit for the comm ercial; and it is
assumed by these recreational guys who pay
a license fee of $500, they will load up with
six guys on their vessel and they will go out
there and th ey will br ing back 300 tautog,
and therein lies the issue.

MS. KERNS: Yes.
DR. PIERCE: Okay, so, yes, it is a problem.
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CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH:
with a solution, Pete.

order to control the sale of live fish. Maybe
most of your other states aren’t experiencing
what we have in New York with the New
York market and the New Jersey market.

And

MR. HIMCHAK: W ell, the solution is not
an easy fix, but we p ut a lim ited entry
program in for tautog back in the early
2000s, I guess, so we’re actually m
ore
restrictive than the FMP. W e only have 64
tautog permitted commercial f ishermen in
the state of New Jersey; so anybody else
selling tautog is illegal. I guess tha t is one
thing you can consider, but adm inistratively
you would have to put in som e kind of a
control date and set the criteria f or who
would qualify for a permit for the future.

Maybe Baltimore and so me of thos e places
do have a live m arket that is alive and well
and there is illegal activity going on. But i f
you don’t have it, we do need help. Each
time that New York has put it on the table,
we did get the enforcement people to m ove
it forward, it was dete rmined gain that th e
tagging was too difficult or too expensive,
and we still have the same issue.
Without having probably twice as m
any
enforcement officers as we have, we see th is
as a continuing issue. I am convinced that
people who are taking their own vessels out
need to pay their expenses in their mind and
they’re doing illeg al things, and illegal
things happen to be catching these fish,
which may be legal, and then selling them to
offset their costs.

MR. AUGUSTINE: I guess to follow up,
we talk about the illegal sale of tautog. As
you recall, a year or so ago we had the
enforcement people com e up with their
suggestions as to what we could do, and I
think the board soundly rejected the
possibility of i mplementing a tagging
program. We discussed only briefly the
possibility of telling those folks who do not
have a permit to sell that the fish should be
killed humanely when you ca me back to the
shore, wherever it was when you were being
stopped by an enforcement person.

That is part of the c oncern we have, and as
you know it reaches over in
to other
fisheries. If we can do anything about that,
Mr. Chairman, at a later date, to bring that
back up on the table, in my humble opinion
I think it is kind of a dead issue, but I’d sure
like to get som e opinion from
other
members to see if they would be willing to
move forward to going back to look at an
addendum that would go out to the public.
It was drop dead the last time we did this.

Our situation in New York rem ains – the re
is a continuing high sale of illegal tautog and
the enforcement people are busy all the tim e
hitting all the various restaurants in New
York and so on finding these live tautog that
are not p ermitted or the purchas er or th e
restaurant owner does not have a perm it to
purchase them.

I’m not sure whether it was retaliation,
whether the recreational people felt that they
were being leaned upon, it was not an issue
about recreational fisherm en. It was an
issue about catching or p rosecuting
blackfish, tautog, and bringing them
to
market to s ell in the live m arket, and the
issue had to be I think presented in such a
way as if you are in possession of a live

They being taken and they’re being fined,
but the fact of the matter is it still h appens.
I’m not sure how m any more years we’re
going to avoid the issue of deciding that
tautog are a valuable fish and we as a board
need to tak e a little more over action in
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MR. DAVID SIMPSON: I think it is
making me aware of a potential problem
with our landing license which is open
access. Although we’re m oving toward a
state-restricted species list th at would
effectively be limited entry for more species
than we currently have, as Pete alluded to, I
think that is part of the fix.

tautog when you hit the dock or at dock and
you’re approached by an enforcem ent
officer, there should be som e means of
knowing the end result of what is going to
happen to that animal, whether it is going to
be taken hom e to be ea ten or whether it is
going to be sold on the market.
If it is in a bucket or if it is in a live well, the
likelihood is if you’ve got a lot of them,
you’re going to sell them . Without that
distinguishing change, I’m not sure how
we’re ever going to fix the problem if we
ever will, Mr. Chairm an. Excuse m e for
being so lengthy in my description and
concerns.

The other part is simp ly having adequate
reporting. If it is being taken under a
commercial license, you need to have the
ability to c apture that landing and do the
accounting. That is a commercial landing.
It counts against the state’s quote, which is
basically what we have, state-by-state quotas
the way we worked out.

CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH: Thank
you, Pat. I think you’re right that the live
capture and potentia l profitability driving
that possible black market is an issue still in
need of a solution. Sp ecifically the concern
that Jim’s example raises is legal catch in
the EEZ that is above and beyond what we
anticipated under this rebuilding plan, and
we need to get a sense if there are other such
examples and if we need to do anything
about that.

For tautog in particular, you know, if you
figure out what Connecticut’s de facto
tautog quota is, divide by the average
weight, it is about 3,000 fish for our
commercial quota. That starts to get into the
realm of very m anageable for a tagging
program on a m uch smaller scale that what
we have for striped bass; and given the value
of this spe cies and its im portance, it is
something I think we need to think about.
So two par ts; one, we are thinking about
tagging. I don’t that is as insurm ountable a
task as it has been perceived to be
previously. The other is sim ply the full
accounting of commercial landings, and then
each state manages its quota as it sees fit.

We, of c ourse, recently im plemented
significant cutbacks in F toward rebuilding
and we don’t want som e of these activities
to be undermining that. I would like to hear
from some more folks about whether or not
there is something we should do in the near
term. I would rem ind folks that in the las t
amendment, in the earlier draft we did
consider possible actions with res pect to
EEZ harvest and we e nded up no t going
there, but one of them was actually asking
the councils to develop a tautog plan.
Instead we focused that am endment on
rebuilding, but let’s tr y and get a handle on
this issue now and whether there is
something we should do. Dave.

CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH: W ell,
Jim indicated that New York is evaluating a
couple of different possible solutions to their
immediate problem. I guess the question
before us is, is there a broader problem that
might warrant action here or not or do we
need a little further study into that q uestion.
I take it we’re going to take it under
advisement and give this some m
ore
thought?
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on this. It m ay be ha ppening with those
other species, but you’re not seeing sim ilar
economic incentive. From what we have
seen in our enforcement guys in the markets,
they’re not seeing th ose other species.
They’re just seeing lots of blackfish so I
think we’re probably lim ited to blackfish at
this point.

MR. GILMORE: Mr. Chairm
an, this
discussion has been helpful because again
we’re going to try to f ix this. I g uess the
question we really hav e is tha t there has
been an indication that there are so me large
populations in the EEZ which is I think
something we’re not going to address now
and I would have to talk to the council, but I
don’t know.

MR. ADAM NOWALSKY: Mr. Chairman,
I think this issue is de finitely what we’re
talking about today is not going to be solved
by making this a federal waters issue. There
is no doubt that catch occurs in federal
waters, but by and large up and down the
coast enforcement and the m anagement is
still taking place because these people have
to transit state waters.

We’re going to f ollow up with th e feds to
see if there is data that indicates that because
it is a su rprise to m e when they said there
were that many fish out there, which gets me
to the point that they m ay be being taken in
state waters, but we w ill pursue that and
bring it up at a late r date for the next
incoming chair, whoever that poor guy is.
Thank you.

Recreationally they hav e to land th e fish in
state waters so you have a very significant
enforcement component of that catch
already. Jim has done a good job of
bringing to our atte ntion an isolated
incident, which it certainly sounds like their
state is going to a ttend to, and it is goo d
information for us all to go hom e and just
see if there is some similar issue there, but I
don’t see this as an im petus to go crying for
the need for federal management.

DR. PIERCE: In New York specifically,
since it has been rais ed in the co ntext of
New York, does a similar problem exist with
scup and with fluke and with sea bass; that
is, recreational fisherm en getting a
commercial permit and then fishing out of
the recreational season and not adhering to
bag limits because they don’t need to.
They can claim they’re a comm ercial
fisherman when at sea, when board ed at sea,
they get away with it v ery easily. Is th is a
widespread problem and not just one
specific to tautog. And then, of course, as a
collective of states we do indeed need to
give this further thought to see if there is a
generic solution to it.
CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH:
that would be a question for you.

MR. RICK BELLAVANCE:
Mr.
Chairman, just one other thing that I was
thinking about why we were having this
discussion that m ight help some of the
states, and that involves a different agency,
the United States Coast Guard. T he new
regulations that have come into play recently
requiring every commercial vessel that is
fishing commercially in the EEZ to have a
commercial fishing safety exam ination.
Those are pretty expensive.

Jim ,

MR. GOLDSBOROUGH: David, I think it
is limited to blackfish now and it really
comes down to the econom ics of it. The
cultural markets with the live sale of the
blackfish, they can make a really good profit

The requirements to get that d ecal are more
than I think a regular recreational fisherman
would be interested in undertaking. Just as
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This is a concern because ODU actually
does the ag ing for Virginia’s comm ercial
samples and recreational sa mples of tautog.
VMRC collects the samples, ODU ages
them and those are the ages that go into the
assessment. At the last assessm ent, which
was conducted in 2005, the technical
committee had concerns about Virginia’s
small size at age.

you move forward and that becom es more
enforced, it might be another avenue that the
states can use to help to get to the difference
between a recreation al fisherman and a
commercial fisherman. Thanks.
CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH: Jim, did
you hear that?
MR. GILMORE: I got m ost of it, Mr.
Chairman, yes. Thank you.

They were seeing an u nusually low size at
age for some of Virginia’s tautog samples in
recent years indicatin g they’re growing
faster than som e of the other states. We
couldn’t resolve the iss ue of whether th is
represented
legitimate
geographical
differences in growth or rather it represented
aging differences between the states since
ODU had switched their technique.

CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH: Okay, I
think where we are is we’re going to give
this some more thought and particularly in
our individual states take a look and see if
there might be similar legal loopholes, if you
will, that might need closing, and I expect
we will re visit this a t a f uture meeting.
Thanks for bring it up, Jim . Okay, let’s
move on to the report on the Aging
Workshop. Katie.

As a result, the 2001 to 2003 sam ples were
excluded from the 2005 benchmark and
further samples have not been included in
the update. W e organized an aging
exchange in a workshop to resolve these
differences before we go on to the next
benchmark. Nine labs from eight states
participated and each state prov ided ten to
twelve matched pairs of tautog otoliths and
opercula with the exception of Connecticut,
which was not at the time collecting otoliths
from tautog.

REPORT ON THE TAUTOG AGING
WORKSHOP
DR. KATIE DREW : I’m just going to go
over real quick the results of the Tautog
Hard Part Exchange and Aging Workshop
that was conducted this spring. This is just a
quick outline, som e background on tautog
aging, the goals and the purpose of this
workshop and this exchange as well as our
results and conclusions and future work.

Each state aged the po oled samples using
their own protocols and their own labs and
then we ex amined the consis tency of age
assignments between states and between the
otolith and operculum ages. We then held a
workshop to review the results of the
exchange and recommend the best practices
for tautog aging. 154 sam ples were looked
at and that included 82 opercula and 72
otoliths. Most fish were in the 12 to 24 inch
size, so we can’t ex trapolate too far for the
oldest ages.

As I’m sure you all are aware tautog have
traditionally been aged with opercula bones,
so basically the bone that covers the gill,
which you can see a picture of right here
forms nice rings and you can count those to
assign an age. In 2001 Old Dom
inion
University modified their aging technique
for tautog and started using paired otoliths
and opercula sam ples to sort of train
readings of the opercula.
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into that further. We also looked at
operculum ages versus otolith ages and they
agreed over the range of the ages that we
examined.

The most important finding was that ODU
was not s ignificantly biased compared to
most states. I am not going to go through all
of the state-by-state co mparisons. They are
in the report that was given to you as part of
the briefing m aterials, but I wanted to go
over these figures just so you get an idea of
how to read them and understand what is
going on.

These plots show your otolith age down here
plotted against the average operculum age
for those samples, so for age five w hat was
the average age assign ed to the opercula
ages. W hat you can see is they’re falling
along this one-to-one line.

Basically the important part here is that th is
one-to-one line is perfect agreem ent. Down
here is ODU’s age and this is an exam ple
plot from New Jersey where you can see this
is the line w here everything agrees and they
fall mostly on both sides of this line
meaning that while there is error and
disagreement, they’re not biased in one
direction or the other.

Unfortunately, we have very few of these
oldest fish up here
so we can ’t really
extrapolate to say whether this re lationship
falls off for the older ages; but given that we
used a plus group of
about 12 in the
assessment, we’re showing pretty good
agreement between opercula ages an d
otolith ages over the range of ages we
actually modeled.

This is a plot from Maryland where there
were difference between ODU and
Maryland where you can see Maryland’s
ages are falling higher than ODU so they’re
aging them older than ODU. This was a
significant difference statistically. ODU for
the most part was biased compared to some
states but not biased compared to the others,
and that was true for most states.

This is ODU. Obviou sly, they have been
doing otolith ages for ta utog longer, but this
is true for – I think th is is f or New Jersey
again. Even for states that do
n’t have
experience aging tautog otoliths, you can see
they’re still m ostly agreeing and falling on
this one-to-one line, and there was not a
significant bias.

Some states were biased com pared to other
states. Massachusetts was the only one that
was consistently biased compared to all
other states and they were aging them
younger than most of the other states. You
can see her e everything is f alling – this is
ODU’s age and this is Massachusetts’ age
and ODU’s ages are older com
pared to
Massachusetts’ age.

The overall precision for operculum ages
was about 13 percent and the oto lith ages
were also about 13 percen t. I just wanted to
point out that even t hough most states have
almost no experien ce aging tautog otoliths,
the agreement was pretty m uch on par with
the operculum ages, which everybody has
been doing for longer, so we we’re getting
decent precision on that.

They have gone back and looked at the
samples again and they concluded they’re
missing the first annulus in som e of the
samples. They recen tly changed aging
personnel at the lab so we can’t say how far
back this problem goes, but we’re looking

In conclusion, Virginia ’s ages should be
included in the nex t assessment as they are
assessed now and operculum collection
should remain the standard for biological
sampling of the tautog catch, but we are
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were in the VPA in 2011; that should have
some effect on the fishing m ortality rate and
the SSB.

recommending paired sub-samples of tautog
and otoliths should be added to see if we can
move forward on improving the precision of
the ages that we assign.

The only reason I bring this up is there is a
part of the docum entation we received that
indicates by the time the next asses sment is
done there will not b e information available
on the ef fects of the current recen
t
management measures that have been put in
place. Does that mean that anything – and I
will come back to that later on, if I may, but
does that mean any type of changes will be
difficult to detect once you do the
assessment on the effect of addin g these
ages or what are the thoughts on that? It is a
little bit puzzling.

Future work; spot check the historical
samples. Basically right now we get an idea
of where everybody is in term s of precision
and in terms of bias for the ag es who are
working on it now, but the question that
remains is that true over the p ast 30 years
that we h ave age s amples for. Basically
people now are going to go back an d check
themselves against their own samples in the
past to s ee if they’re sort of still in
agreement with the way they have been
doing things in the past.

DR. DREW: It will be a little ha rd to tell I
think because for our next benchm ark I
think we’re going to abandon the coast-wide
VPA completely, so it will be hard to
separate out the effects of those different
ages or the different size at age versus using
a new m odel; hopefully a better model and
hopefully a more regional m odel. Paul will
get into that in a little b it. I th ink we could
look at it if it is so mething you’re concerned
about, but I think probably those effects will
be swapped by the sw itch to hopefully a
better model.

ASMFC staff will coor dinate with states to
get that done some time af ter the f all field
season. We also recommend assem bling
regional reference collections of paired
operculum and otolith sam ples as well as
conducting exchanges in the future to ensure
consistency across the regions when
assigning ages. That’s it so any questions?
CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH:
there any questions for Katie? Rob.

Are

MR. ROB O’REILLY: Mr. Chairm an, I
guess I have a couple of questions. One
would be the VPA that was done in 2011;
that was more or less an update. You
indicated that the ODU ages were not
included in the 2005 assessm ent and they
weren’t included in the 2011 update. The
recommendation is to include th em in the
next assessment.

MR. O’REILLY: If I m ay follow up, has
anyone really looked at that as sort of a
straw run or anything or did the technical
committee just decide to wait until – in other
words, wait until the n ext assessment? If
you have a 2011 assessment and you feed in
the ODU ages to the VPA, even
though
you’re moving towards a different model, is
there any inform ation to be gained by
looking at what the inclusion of those ages
does with the la st standard you used, which
was the VPA.

My concern is has there been any thought by
the technical committee as to what inclusion
of those ODU ages would be like co mpared
to what th e results were in 201 1. For
example, younger fish in general are going
to be add ed at s ize than are in th e VPA or
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committee chair; I’m the outgoing chair. He
was just elected vice-chair a month ago. His
term was short because Andrea Hoover left
Maryland. So like I did in the past, he had a
very short vice-chairmanship. I am sure you
will welcome Jason back aga in. He is a
repeat offender like myself.

MR. PAUL CARUSO: Rob, I just wanted
to add so mething to what Katie had
mentioned that m ight help you out a little
bit. You h ave got to rem ember that the age
keys we use in the assessm ent are regional
keys. Generally m ost states are supplying
200 to 300 age sam ples; so to m e without
rerunning the VPA, et cetera, I would just
kind off the cuff assume that if we added
another 200 ages from Virginia for the last –
you know, retrospectivel y all the way back
to whatever year, it probably wouldn’t
change the overall coast-wide F or any of
the other output values of the VPA. That is
just speculative guess on m y part, but
considering it is 200 out of a tho usand in
that region and anothe r thousand from the
northern region, it is probably not going to
change things significantly.

Okay, on to the Assessment Workshop, I am
just going to briefly review the motivation
and goals of the workshop; the 2005
assessment peer review recommendations
that we reviewed; a review of potential new
models that we looked at; and finally our
recommendations for the next assessment.
Okay, the motivation for the workshop was
the lack of confidence in the con tinued use
of the coast-wide asses sment approach and
the use of the VPA Model for tautog
assessments, develop recomm endations to
move forward, and just lack of confidence I
think as the board as w ell as the technical
committee – you have all expressed I think
differences of opinion and I guess the need
to move forward here with tautog.

CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH: Have
you got what you need, Rob?
MR. O’REILLY: Yes, that was a good off
the cuff; I like that.
CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH: Are
there any other questions for Katie? All
right, let’s move on to the report on the
Assessment Scoping Workshop. Paul.

We all know it is m ore of a regional type
stock and you all want to m ove forward and
the technical comm ittee shares those
concerns. W e wanted to develop draft
recommendations for th e board reg arding a
new benchmark assessment timeline and
address
some
of these previous
shortcomings.

REPORT ON THE TAUTOG
ASSESSMENT SCOPING WORKSHOP
MR. CARUSO: I’m going to be remiss here
if I don’t thank ASMFC staff, Katie in
particular, for the last two workshops. As
most of you know, we haven’t had m any of
these workshops in the past. They were
very well run and very productive.
Everybody contributed and it is som ething
you can all be proud of as
far as the
workshops and what was determined.

As far as the data is sues and concerns, these
come from the peer review as well as som e
of the tech nical committee reviews of our
own assessments and our assessm
ent
updates over the years. Nothing new here; I
think you all have a pr etty history with
tautog, but we know there is a lack of
commercial catch and biological sam pling
data. The commercial catch is n ot really
characterized. W e currently use the

Also, I’m here on behalf of Jason
McNamee. Jason is the new technical
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population with a lot of substock or local
stock structures, and the VPA assum es that
catch is known without error. Those are the
two major flaws of the VPA Model.

recreational length fre quency distributions
as a proxy for the commercial fishery.
We have lim ited recreational length
sampling in the early years of the time series
and lately that is dropping off as well.
Because we have implem ented tautog
restrictions, the sampling has gone downhill
a bit. The perpetual question of trawl
surveys for a benthic organism like tautog
has come up time and time again.

We talked next about what potential new or
improved data is ou t there. Some of this is
not necessarily new data but twists on how
we can use the data, but I’ll go through it,
anyway. The state angler-based data
programs have kind of built up in the last
few years. W e can probably m ine some
good information out of there to at least
augment what we currently use from
the
MRIP.

The peer review panel was particularly
strong on this one, but I would say the
committee is about split on that. Som
e
states seem to have some good trends there.
Other states seem to catch a lot of tautog of
different ages one year and nothing the next,
so it is kind of an on again and off again
switch type of index.

The peer review panel wanted us to go back
and look at the stock-independent indices,
and they recommended standardizing them
with a GLM. I th ink we worked on th at
back about ten years ago, but nevertheless it
kind of tasked us to go back to the
workbench and work on it som e more. I
think the committee is in agreement that is a
worthwhile exploration.

There are no independent indices of
abundance south of New Jersey. That is the
major issue with the coast-wide assessment.
We literally have n othing but harvest
information south of Ne w Jersey. They had
issues regarding the discard m ortality rate
assumptions. I a m not sure the technical
committee shares all of those.

The peer review panel also recommended
exploration of the MR IP angler catch-perunit effort as an index of abundance. It is
also something we might have to treat with a
GLM or some other standardization to work.
Then the big question always comes about
putting a f isheries-dependent index in with
independent indices. We will probably want
to go back and explore the New England
Fisheries Trawl Survey, the NOAA Survey.

I think we can all say th at tautog are a pretty
hardy species. The re creational fishery and
the commercial fishery is tak ing place in
fairly shallow water, so there is a pretty low
discard mortality rate, but nonetheless it was
something they brought up. The big
elephant I expect he re is the geographic
differences in growth and maturity.

The URI GSO Trawl Survey Data Series is
out there. It is a long series. I know Mark
has used it in the past and we will probably
explore that as well. Some of the states have
juvenile seine surveys for winter flounder, et
cetera, and we m ay want to go back and
revisit that. I th
ink New York has
implemented a pot sur vey, a f airly limited

In the past it was not seen that th ere was
much of a difference. Recent Virg inia data
would maybe call into question that prior
assumption. The model concerns and issues
from the peer review – again, nothing new
here; the coast-wide model as we all know is
probably not the best approach for a
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feasible. O bviously, like I sa id, with the
coast-wide VPA south of New Jersey things
fall apart.

geographic but something we might want to
look at in the next assessment.
The new model types – they’re brand new
here – the statistical catch at age; the ASAP
Model, it has been arou nd for a while. It is
used for bluefish and I think fluke and
standardized with that assessment, so that is
a good model. We will probably, when we
do a coast-wide run – if we do a coastwide
or regional run we wi ll probably use that
particular model out of the toolbox.

We may be able to go in and look at a region
south of there and use som e of these datapoor models. W e will probably run all of
the data-poor m odels in addition to som e
type of statistical catch at age eith er on a
regional or coast-w ide basis; the reason
being they’re pretty simple to run. We will
lay them all on the table and probably delve
into all of them and se e which ones look
good and which ones look bad.

We also looked at som e of these data-poor
models which we will talk about a little b it
more. So like I said, th e statistical catch-atage model, the ASAP Model addresses
many of the concerns w ith the VPA Model
structure; the most important of which is the
assumption that catch is known without
error.

We talked a t length abo ut regional splits in
the geographic range of the assessm ent. I
know we had this discussion way back in
’95. I know Dave Simpson was sitting there
at the table when we had it. There is really
no good answer as to where to split things. I
think as a c ommittee we’re leaning a little
bit more towards kind of the m anagement
option we took in the past, the north/south
split.

We can go in there and put erro r factors in
there on som e of the indices and hopefully
come out with a little be tter idea. It is still a
data-intensive model; that is the m
ost
important point here. Like the VPA, it is a
data-intensive model and you need a lot of
catch-at-age data indices. All those need to
go into the model.

We will g o back and look at any new
genetic information, the life history data,
some of the growth infor mation and any
tagging studies and reexam ine where a
regional split m ight make sense or where
several regional sp lits might make sense.
Nothing new here; som e regions m ay
support more sophisticated m odels than
others. W e know that the VPA has been
done on a coast-wide basis. It has also been
done on the regional basis.

We talked at length about three data-poor
models. Jef f Brust ca me to the table with
three of these that he has used in th e past. I
guess the DB-SRA was used in the recent
eel and river herring assessm ents. We also
talked about a depletion-based stock
reduction assessment model and a Martell
and Froese’s Simple Method Model.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island have a
VPA. W e will prob ably try to extend that
statistical catch-at-age model as far as we
can and m aybe even to a coast-wide run.
Hopefully, we can pare that down to a m ore
regional scale. The timeline we suggested –
we put our heads together and were kind of
thinking in the future here on what we need

All these models to my knowledge require a
pretty good knowledge of the stock
dynamics and a tim e series of catch. The
recommendation from the committee is that
the data-poor models could potentially make
a regional assessm ent approach m ore
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follow the VPA Fs quite well. I think the
second part of your ques tion is kind of what
are we going to do fo r the southern states
south of New Jersey. I think it is pretty
much our intent that we’re going to try to
pull out something for those southern states
with these data-poor models.

for data – we figured this winter we can
have a planning call to kind of get people in
tune with what they should bring to the table
for a data workshop.
We could have a workshop for the data as
early as the spring of 2013. In the fall of
2013 we would do a m odeling workshop or
webinar, if necessary. We could probably
crank out all the m odel runs and have an
assessment workshop in the winter of 2013.
If things went right, but the summ er of 2014
we could probably have a product ready for
peer review. I will take any questions.

I think the issue will become at that time, or
maybe before that if you guys address it, is
how are you going to work that into your
compliance with your addendum or your
amendment? Right n ow it says pretty
specifically that any assessm ent will be
comparable in precis ion to the analytical
models, and you’re kind of boxed in.

MR. O’REILLY: I guess the lack of
independent data is obvious, and, Paul, your
comment that the techn ical committee was
split on which trends an d which series were
valuable runs counter to what is portrayed
by the peer review at least where they had
concerns with the independent data, the
trawl, because of the structu
re-oriented
situation.

I think that is something the board is going
to have to discuss down the road, but the
intent I think of the co mmittee is to bring
something to the table for the southern states
that we can all agree on is a reasonable
picture of what is going on in your waters
because we don’t h ave much faith that the
coast-wide assessment is capturing that now.

What I’m wondering is when you mentioned
the data-poor approach is the committee
already using anything li ke a r elative F? I
see in th e document under the future of
assessments it mentions a fishery-dependent
CPUE, and I know that has been used for the
Mid-Atlantic for weakfish, so is this
something that could be used region by
region as you m ove along with the possible
benefit that since the assessment is not going
to tell us wh at we’re doing right now by the
time it is com pleted, perhaps the re is a
couple of years at leas t of information from
a relative F exercise where you’re using the
total catch and also usin g the catch -per-trip
data. Has that been contem plated by the
technical committee?

ADJOURNMENT
CHAIRMAN GOLDSBOROUGH: Are
there any other questions for Paul?
All
right, that moves us to other business. Do
we have any item s of other business?
Seeing none, I think we are adjourned.
(Whereupon, the meeting was adjourned at
1:10 o’clock p.m., October 22, 2012.)

MR. CARUSO: Rob, we have looked at
relative F over time in the past, and it is m y
recollection that th e trends in r elative F
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